PRMS 2019-2020 DRESS CODE

BOTTONS
Solid Color Only
· Long pants
· Capris or cropped pants
· Shorts—Must be no shorter than 3 inches above the knee.
· Colored Denim/Jeans (other than traditional denim blue jeans) are permitted.

NO: FRAYED EDGES OR HOLES
NO: SKIRTS, SKORTS, SWEAT PANTS
NO: ATHLETIC SHORTS
NO: YOGA PANTS
NO: SPANDEX SHORTS/LEGGINGS
NO: BLUE JEANS allowed on Spirit Day Fridays ONLY!

TOPS
Polo Style Shirts
· Any solid color
· Stripes on armband and/or collar are permitted
· 2 or 3 Buttons open only
· Short sleeve or long sleeve
· Small logo or no logo

SHOES
· Must have closed toe
· Must have closed heel
· No high heels
· No rollers or wheels
· No Crocs or Slides
· No Slippers

BOTTOMS
Solid Color Only
· Long pants
· Capris or cropped pants
· Shorts—Must be no shorter than 3 inches above the knee.
· Colored Denim/Jeans (other than traditional denim blue jeans) are permitted.

NO: FRAYED EDGES OR HOLES
NO: SKIRTS, SKORTS, SWEAT PANTS
NO: ATHLETIC SHORTS
NO: YOGA PANTS
NO: SPANDEX SHORTS/LEGGINGS
NO: BLUE JEANS allowed on Spirit Day Fridays ONLY!

A Credit Card or School ID is 3 inches long. It is an easy way to measure for shorts.

SWEATSHIRT, JACKET, OR SWEATER
· Allowed on Spirit Day Fridays ONLY!

OUTERWEAR
· Sweatshirt, Jacket, or Sweater zipped or unzipped allowed if hooded
· Hood may not be worn on head
· Polo style shirt is required underneath the hood and must be visible.

STUDENT ID BADGES
MUST BE WORN BY ALL STUDENTS!

SPIRIT DAY
EVERY FRIDAY!
On Fridays students may wear shirts or sweatshirts with PRMS on them instead of a polo!
8th graders may wear High School shirts after Spring Testing

IMPORTANT! CLOTHING THAT IS TOO TIGHT, TOO LOOSE OR TOO BAGGY IS NOT ALLOWED. VIOLATORS WILL BE REQUIRED TO CHANGE BEFORE RETURNING TO CLASS.